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Abstract 
The structure of a periodic radical group G = AB, factorized by two locally nilpotent subgroups 
A and B, is investigated. In particular. many theorems already known for finite produts of 
nilpotent groups are extended to the case of periodic radical groups. 
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1. introduction 
A famous theorem of Kegel and Wielandt states that every finite group which is the 
product of two nilpotent subgroups is soluble (see [l, Theorem 2.4.31). Moreover. the 
structure of finite groups factorized by two nilpotent subgroups has been investigated 
by several authors (see [ 1, Ch. 23 as a general reference), and properties of such groups 
have been discovered also in the last few years (see for instance, [6,7.9]). On the other 
hand, very little is known about the structure of a locally finite product of two 
nilpotent groups. The aim of this article is to extend the knowledge of properties of 
such products from finite to locally finite groups. 
Robinson and Stonehewer [13] have shown that ifthe group G = AB is the product 
of two abelian subgroups A and B, then every chief factor of G either is centralized by 
A or by B. Moreover, Stonehewer [14] proved that if G = AB is finite, with A and 
B nilpotent, then for every minimal normal subgroup N of G one of the subgroups AN 
and BN is nilpotent. Our first main theorem generalizes these results to periodic 
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radical groups factorized by two locally nilpotent subgroups. Recall that a group is 
radical if it has an ascending normal series with locally nilpotent factors. 
Theorem A. Let the periodic radical group G = AB he the product of two locully 
nilpotent subgroups A and B, at least one qf which is kyperabelian. If N is a minimal 
normal subgroup of G, then one of the subgroups AN and BN is locally nilpotent. 
Moreocer, if AN is locally nilpotent, then Z(A) centrcdizes N, and if both AN and BN are 
locally nilpotent the subgroup N is contained in the centre of G. 
In the situation of Theorem A, for every set n of primes the Sylow n-subgroups A, of 
A and B, of B permute, and the product A,B, is a Sylow rc-subgroup of G (see 
Proposition 2.6). This property will play a relevant role in the proofs of our theorems. 
It was also proved by Kegel [S] that if the finite group G = AB = AC = BC is the 
product of three nilpotent subgroups A, B and C, then G is likewise nilpotent. This 
result has been extended to soluble groups satisfying suitable finiteness conditions on 
the ranks (see [I, Theorem 6.6.6, Theorem 6.6.71). As an easy consequence of Theorem 
A, we can prove here the following. 
Theorem B. Let the periodic radical group G = AB = AC = BC be the product of three 
locally nilpotent subgroups A, B and C, at least two of which are kyperabelian. Then G is 
locally nilpotent. 
The third author has constructed in [t 51 a locally finite group of the form 
G = AB = AK = BK, where A and B are locally nilpotent subgroups and K is an 
infinite abelian minimal normal subgroup of G. Clearly, G is not even locally 
supersoluble, and hence this example shows that in Theorems A and B the hypothesis 
of hyperabelianity on the factors cannot be omitted. 
Theorem C. Let the periodic radical group G = AB be the product of two locally 
nilpotent subgroups A and B, at lrcrst one of bvhick is kyperabelian. If H is the 
Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G und V/H is the HirschPlotkin radical of G/H, then the 
subgroups Z(A) and Z(B) centralize V/H. 
As a consequence of Theorem C it can be proved that, under the same hypotheses 
and notation, the subgroups Z(A)H and Z(B)H are subnormal in G with defect at 
most 2. It was proved by Heineken, Newell and the first two authors that if G = AB is 
a soluble group with finite abelian section rank factorized by an abelian subgroup 
A and a nilpotent subgroup B, then the product AH is a normal subgroup of G, where 
H is the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G (see [l, Theorem 7.2.11). However, in [4] 
examples are constructed of finite groups G = AB, factorized by two nilpotent 
subgroups A and B, such that, if F is the Fitting subgroup of G, the subgroups Z(A)F 
and Z(B)F both are not normal in G, and the subgroups AF and BF both are not 
subnormal in G. It follows also from Theorem C that if G = AB is a periodic radical 
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group factorized by two locally nilpotent subgroups A and B at least one of which is 
hyperabelian, then the subgroup [Z(A),Z(B)] IS contained in the Hirsch-Plotkin 
radical of G, and in particular it is locally nilpotent. This should be seen in relation 
with the famous Ito’s theorem showing that, if G = AB is the product of two abelian 
subgroups A and B, then the subgroup G’ = [A,B] is abelian. 
Let the finite group G = AB be the product of two nilpotent subgroups A and B, 
with classes c and d, respectively. It is an open question whether the derived length of 
G is bounded by a function of c and d. However, Gross proved that the Frattini factor 
group G/@(G) has derived length at most c + d (see [l, Theorem 25.51). This is clearly 
equivalent (for finite groups) to the property that the subgroup G’c+d-l) is nilpotent. 
Thus. our next result extends Gross’ theorem to periodic radical groups. 
Theorem D. Let the periodic rudical group G = AB be the product of two nilpotent 
subgroups A and B, with clusses c and d, respectivel)?. Then the subgroup GCc+d-l’ is 
locally nilpotent. In particular, the ascending Hirsch-Plotkin series of G has length at 
most c + d. 
The proofs presented here of Theorems A, B and D do not use the fact that these 
properties are already known for finite groups. Results corresponding to Theorems 
C and D for radical groups with finite abelian section rank have recently been 
obtained in [4]. 
Most of our notation is standard; in particular we refer to [l, 111. 
2. Proof of the Theorems 
Let 7c be a set of primes. A rr-subgroup A of a group G is said to be rc-connected in 
G if for every 7r-subgroup B of G such that AB = BA, the product AB is also 
a rc-subgroup of G. It is obvious that normal rc-subgroups are rc-connected and that 
conjugates of n-connected subgroups are likewise n-connected. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group, and let rt be a set ofprimes such that O,(G) = 1. If A is 
N x-subgroup of G and B is a x-connected subgroup of G such that ABY = BSA,for ecery 
element g of G, then [Ao, BG] = 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the rc-subgroup A is maximal 
with respect to the condition that ABg = BgA for all g E G. Consider an element 
~=b”,withb~Bandx~G,andputA,=(A,AP).Then 
AIB”= (A,A”,B”) = AB‘, 
and hence A, is a n-group. As A, B4 = BgA1 for every element g of G, we obtain that 
A, = A. Therefore, A is a normal subgroup of ABC, so that A n BG is a normal 
rr-subgroup of BG, and hence it is contained in O,(G) = 1. It follows that [A, B”] = 1, 
and so also [AG,BG] = 1. fJ 
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Lemma 2.2. Let the periodic radical group G = AB be the product of tbvo subgroups 
A and B such that n(A) n n(B) = 0, and let r be a,jinite group of automorphisms of G. 
Then everyjnite subgroup E of G is contained in a jnite r-admissible subgroup K of 
G such that K = (A n K)(B n K ). 
Proof. Let 
l=GO<G1< ... <G,< ... <Gr=G 
be the ascending Hirsch-Plotkin series of G, and for every ordinal x I 1/ put 
A, = A n G, and B, = B n G,. Then G, = A,B, for all a. Let CI be the first ordinal for 
which there exists a finite r-admissible subgroup K of G containing E such that 
KG, = (A n KG,)(BnKG,), 
and assume by contradiction that r > 0. Since A n B = 1, the sets A n KB and Bn AK 
are contained in A n KG, and B n KG,, respectively. Moreover, A n KB and B n AK 
are finite, so that also the subgroups J = (A n KB ) and L = (B n AK) are finite. 
Clearly, K is contained in the set JL. By Dedekind’s modular law we have 
AnKG,=AnKB,A,=(AnKB,)A,gJA,. 
so that JA, = A n KG,, and similarly B,L = B n KG,. Thus. 
KG, = (A n KG,)(B n KG,) = JA,B,L = JG,L = JLG,. 
As KG, is r-admissible and (J, L) is finite, there exists a finite r-admissible subgroup 
A4 of G such that (J, L) 5 M 5 KG,. In particular, E is contained in M. It follows 
again from Dedekind’s modular law that 
M = M n KG, = M n JLG, = JL(M n G,). 
Suppose that a is a limit ordinal. Then M n G, = M n G, for some fl< x, and hence 
MG, = JLG, = JG,L = (JAO)(BpL), 
so that JA, = A n MG, and B,L = Bn MG,. Therefore, 
MG, = (A n MG,)(B n MG, ), 
and this contradiction shows that x is not a limit ordinal. Since the hypotheses are 
inherited by the factor group G/G,_ 1, without loss of generality, it can be assumed 
that z = 1. As G1 is locally nilpotent and n(A)nx(B) = 8, we have M n G1 = 
(A, n M)(B, n M), and hence 
M = JL(M n G,) = JL(A,nM)(B, n M) 
= (J (Al n M))((BI n WL). 
Thus M = (A n M)(B n M), and this last contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be n countuble locally,finite (JrOUp, und let R be u radical norrnul 
subgroup of G such that G/R is N 7-t-group and R = AB, where A is a rt-suhyroup md B is 
a +-subgroup of G. Then there exists a n-subgroup X of G such that G = BX. 
Proof. Since G is countable, it is the union of an ascending chain of finite subgroups 
G, I G2 I ... i G, I ... 
Put K,, = 1, and suppose that for some non-negative integer i a finite G,-admissible 
subgroup Ki of R has been defined such that GinR I Ki = (AnK,)(B n Ki ). Then 
(Gi+ 1 nR. Ki) is a finite subgroup, and by Lemma 2.2 it is contained in a finite 
G;+ r-admissible subgroup Ki+ 1 of R such that Ki+ 1 = (A n Ki+ ,)(B A Ki+ 1). SUP- 
pose now that Xi is a x-subgroup of Gi Ki such that GiKi = (Bn K;)Xi. AS Ki+ 1 is 
a normal subgroup of Gi+ 1 Ki+ 1, and 
Gi+rKi+r,JKi+r = Gi+lI(Gi+lnKi+,)=Gi+,/(G,+,nR) 
is a n-group, the finite group Gi+ 1 Ki+ 1 is n-separable, and hence its rc-subgroup Xi is 
contained in a Hall 7r-subgroup Xi+ 1 of Gi+ 1 Ki+l (see, for instance, [12, p. 2501). 
Moreover, BnK,, , is a Hall 7-r’-subgroup of Gi+1 Ki+l, SO that Gi+lK;+I = 
(BnKi+,)Xi+,. It is now clear that X = UitFJ Xi is a n-subgroup of G, and G = 
BX. 0 
Let the group G = AB be the product of two subgroups A and B. A subgroup K of 
G is said to be jtictorized if AnB I K and K = (A n K)(BnK). If N is a normal 
subgroup of G = AB, the fuctorizer of N is the subgroup X(N) = ANnBN, and it is 
well-known that X(N) has the triple factorization 
X(N) = (AnBN)N = (BnAN)N = (A n BN)(BnAN). 
Moreover, N is factorized if and only if X(N) = N. The following lemma is an easy 
consequence of Corollary 5 of [3], using the argument of the proof of Corollary 1 
of [a]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let the periodic rudicul group G = AB be the product of two locall~~ 
nilpotent subgroups A and B, at least one of which is hyperubeliun. Therl ecerq 
non-tricial term of the ascending HirsclzpPlotkirz series of G is fuctorized. 
Proof. Let 
1 =H,<H, 2 <H,< ... <H;.=G 
be the ascending HirschhPlotkin series of G, and for every ‘2 I ;:, let X, denote the 
factorizer of H, in G. Then X, + , /Ha is the factorizer of H, + 1/H, in G/Hz, and hence it 
has a triple factorization by locally nilpotent subgroups. Thus, X,+ 1/H, is locally 
nilpotent (see [3, Corollary 51). It follows that X, is a serial subgroup of Xl+, for 
every CI < ;‘. If 2 is a limit ordinal. we have 
and so 
x2= u x,. 
/I < A 
Therefore, X1 is a locally nilpotent serial subgroup of G. If x is any element of X1, also 
(.Y) is serial in G, so that it is subnormal in every finite subgroup of G containing .Y. 
Thus, x belongs to the Hirsch Plotkin radical of G (see [lo, p. 284]), and so 
H, = X(H,) is a factorized subgroup of G. Since the hypotheses are inherited by 
homomorphic images, the lemma is proved. 0 
Our next lemma is elementary, and probably already known. 
Lemma 2.5. Let the yroup G = AB be the product of t\vo subgroups .4 and B, and let 
X be Lz,finite subset qf G. Then X is contained in (I wuntable subgroup K qf G such that 
K = (AnK)(BnK). 
Proof. Since G = AB = BA. there exist ascending chains of countable subgroups 
and 
of A and B, respectively, such that the sets AiBi and BjAj satisfy the relation 
X L A, B1 s B,A2 s A3B, c ‘.. c Aziel B,i_I c Bz,Azi E 
Then A0 = UEN A, and B. = UAE,. B,, are countable subgroups of A and B, respect- 
ively, and A0 B, = BO A(). Therefore. K = A, BO is a countable subgroup of G contain- 
ingXandK=(AnK)(BnK). 0 
If G is a locally nilpotent group and r is a set of primes, we will denote by G, the 
unique Sylow 7c-subgroup of G. We can now prove the following result, which is of 
independent interest. 
Proposition 2.6. Let the periodic dim1 group G = AB be the product of two locally 
nilpotent subgroups A and B, nt Ierrst one of kclhich is hyperabelian. Then ,for every set 
n of primes the product A, B, is a Sylow z-subgroup qf G, and G = (A, B, )(A,, B,,). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 it is enough to prove the result when G is a countable group. Let 
1 = GO 5 G, 5 ... 5 G, < ... < G;. = G 
be the ascending Hirsch-Plotkin series of G. Then G, = (AnG,)(BnG,) for every 
x < ;’ by Lemma 2.4. We shall prove the proposition by induction on ;I. Thus. we may 
assume that for every 2 < ;’ the result is true for the factorized group G,. If 7 is a limit 
ordinal. it follows immediately that the proposition holds also for G. Suppose that 1’ is 
not a limit ordinal, so that ;I - 1 exists and G/G,._ 1 is locally nilpotent. Thus, without 
loss of generality, it can be assumed that G contains a normal factorized subgroup 
K for which the result is true and such that GjK is a locally nilpotent 7r-group. 
Clearly, A,. and B,. are contained in K, so that K = PQ, where P = 
(A,nK )(B,nK) is a Sylow 7c-subgroup and Q = A,, B,, is a Sylow 7r’-subgroup of K. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that G contains a n-subgroup X such that G = QX. Let 
E and L be finite subgroups of A, and B,, respectively. Then by Lemma 2.2 there 
exists a finite subgroup M of G containing (E. L) such that A4 = (MnQ)(MnX). As 
M is a finite soluble group, there are elements .Y,Y of MnQ such that E” and I_? are 
contained in MnX. Write .Y = cr,h, and J‘ = b2~12, with N,,LI~ E A,, and h,,h, E B,,. 
Then E” = E”l hl = E”’ and Ls = LhJo2 = L”2. Let cl0 E A,, and h, E B,, be elements 
such that h, a; ’ = 11,) - ‘/I,, , and put c = a0 hI = ~,,LI~. Thus. 
E” = Eh, = E”,,h, = E’ 
and 
so that (E. L)’ = (E”. L”) is contained in Mn X. Therefore, (E, L) is a n-group, and 
hence (A,, B,) is also a 7r-group. Since the Sylow n-subgroup P of K is contained in 
(A,, B,)nK, it follows that P = (A,. B,) n K. so that P is normal in (A,, B,). 
Moreover. 
G = AB = A.A.,B..B, = A,KB, = A,B,K, 
so that 
(A,,B,) = A.B,Kn(A,B,) = A,B,P = A,PB, = A,B, 
Therefore, A,B, is a n-subgroup of G. and 
G = A, B,K = A,B,PQ = A,B,Q = (A,B,)(A,,B,,). 
It follows in particular that A,B, is a Sylow 7r-subgroup of G. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let G hr N periodic lorcrli~~ soluble group, md let n he CI set of prims. Therl 
every hyperabelitrn n-.suhyroup of G is n-connected. 
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2 of [15]. 0 
Proof. Since A is a p-group. the product AB,, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G by 
Proposition 2.6. Then B,: = B;: I A B,, is a p-group, and hence B, is contained in the 
HirschbPlotkin radical H of G. Moreover. H is a p-group, so that H = AoB,,, where 
AC1 = AnH. Put G = G/H. and let II be an element of Z(A). The HirschbPlotkin 
radical v of e is contained in O,I,(c). and hence 
0,(0,@)(a)) I C,;(O,,.(G,, I C,;(V) i V. 
so that 0,(0,,(~)(N)) = 1. In particular. C,,,(O,,.(G)) = 1. Clearly, G = AB,,, so 
that 0, ,(G) is contained in i?,,, . and hence there exists a finite subgroup B, of B,, such 
that B, is (Z)-admissible and O,,(B, (17)) = 1. Since [B,, CT] = [B, .ii, ti] and 
O,( [B,, ti] (ii)) = 1, the subgroup B, can be replaced by [B, ,N]. and so we may 
suppose that B, = [B,, ~71. If K = ((I) B, H, we have 
K = (a)HB, = ((N)A~)(B,,BI 1 
Since (u) is a finite normal subgroup of (II) A,, and B, is a finite normal subgroup of 
B, B,. there exists a finite subgroup E of K containing (u, B,) and such that 
E = (AnE)(BnE) (see [l. Lemma 1.2.31). Then K = EH and N is an element of 
Z(AnE). Clearly O,(KiH) = 1, so that H is the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of K and 
O,(E) = EnH. Moreover. O,,,(E) lies in BnE. and hence O,,(E) I B1. Since B1 is 
contained in the second term of the Hirsch~-Plotkin series of K. application of 
Theorem A of [4] to the finite factorized group E yields that 
[Bl,u] I O,(E)O,,(E) I HO,,,(E). 
Therefore. 
and from O,,,(E) 5 B,, it follows that B, = O,.(E) is a normal subgroup of E. In 
particular, the product B, ((I) is a subgroup of G. Thus, we have also 
B1 ((I)~ = (cr)“B, for every element .Y of K. Therefore, [B,, N] is subnormal in every 
finite subgroup of K containing B, (a) (set [I. Lemma 2.5.1]), and hence it is 
contained in the Hirsch--Plotkin radical H of K (see [lo, p. 2841). It follows that 
B,(C) = [B,, ii] (a) = (LI). 
Since OJB, (U)) = 1, we obtain that Z = 1. Therefore, Z(A) is contained in H. 0 
Proof of Theorem A. Let M be a normal subgroup of G which is maximal with respect 
to the condition MnN = 1. Then I\’ is G-isomorphic with NM/M. so that. without 
loss of generality, it can be assumed that ,I4 = 1 and N is contained in every 
non-trivial normal subgroup of G. As G is locally soluble, its minimal normal 
subgroup N is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p and so O,,(G) = 1. For 
each element I/ of G we have G = At?“, and hence A,,,B,Fj, = Bz. A,,, by Proposition 2.6. 
Moreover. one of the subgroups A,,, and B,,, is hyperabelian, and hence is p’- 
connected in G by Lemma 2.7. so that it follows from Lemma 2.1 that [AS. Bz] = 1. If 
A,,, # I and B I # I. then N 2 A”,nB” ,,,, and hence [N, Af,Bf,] = 1. Thus 
G = A,R,,C,;(Nj(‘and the product A,,;,, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G by Proposition 
2.6. It follows that N is a minimal normal subgroup of APB,, so that N is contained in 
Z(A,B,,), and so also in Z(G). 
Suppose now that either A,, = 1 or B,,, = 1. so that one of the subgroups A and B. 
say A. is a p-group. Then also AN is a p-group, and hence it is locally nilpotent. 
Moreover. Z(A) is contained in the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G by Lemma 2.8. On the 
other hand. we have O,(G/C,(N)) = 1 by Corollary 3.3. of [S], so that [N,Z(A)] = 1. 
Suppose finally that also the subgroup BN is locally nilpotent. Then B,,, centralizes N, 
so that G = AB,,Gc( N), and N is a minimal normal subgroup of the p-group AB,. 
Thus [N, AB,] = 1 and N is contained in the centre of G. The theorem is proved. 0 
Since Lemma 2.1, Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 are well-known for finite groups, 
the first part of the above argument also gives a short proof of Stonehewer’s theorem. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then at least two of 
the subgroups AN, BN and CN are locally nilpotent by Theorem A, so that it follows 
from the same result that N is contained in the centre of G. As the hypotheses are 
inherited by homomorphic images, this proves that every chief factor of G is central. 
Thus, elements of G with relatively coprime orders commute (see [Ill, Part 2, p. S]), 
and hence the locally finite group G is locally nilpotent. 0 
Proof of Theorem C. Since n,,O,,,(G) = 1, it is clearly enough to prove that for every 
prime p the theorem holds for the factor group G/O,,(G). Thus, we may suppose that 
O,>,(G) = 1. In particular. the Hirsch-Plotkin radical H of G is a p-group and V/H is 
a p’-group, so that V is contained in A,,,B,,H by Proposition 2.6. If A is a p-group, it 
follows from Lemma 2.8 that Z(A) is contained in H. Moreover. V/H lies in BH/H, 
and hence Z(B) centralizes V/H. The theorem can be proved in a similar way when 
B is a p-group. Suppose now that A,, # 1 and B,,, # 1. It follows from Proposition 2.6 
that A,,,BG, = &,A,,, for every elements of G, so that [A:,, BS] = 1 by Lemma 2.1. In 
particular [A,,. BP] = 1, and Z(A,,) centralizes V/H. Clearly, A,, is a normal sub- 
group of K = (A, BP.), and K = AB*. where B* = BnK. Let L;!A,, be the 
HirschbPlotkin radical of K,iA,,,. and Q/A,,, the unique Sylow p’-subgroup of L/A,,. 
Then [AnH.Q] I A,,,nH = 1. Moreover, A,,,B,, is a Sylow $-subgroup of K, so that 
Q I A,,B,, and Q = A,,.(B,,nQ). Since [BnH,B,,nQ] = 1, it follows that B,,nQ 
centralizes the subgroup H = (AnH)(BnH), and hence B,,,nQ = 1. Thus Q = A,,,, 
and L:A,,. is a p-group, so that O,.(K.IA,,,) = 1. Then Z(A) is contained in L by 
Lemma 2.8, and so also the normal closure Z(A,)’ lies in L. As A,,, is a normal 
subgroup of K centralizing Z(A,,). it also centralizes Z(II,,)~, and hence Z(A,)K is 
locally nilpotent. Therefore, Z(A,,) is contained in O,(K). The product A,B,* is 
a Sylow p-subgroup of K, so that O,,(K) I APB; < A,B,, and then 
Z(A,) I O,(K)’ = O,,(K)“J = O,(K)” I A,,B,,. 
Thus, O,(K)” is a p-group, and hence %(A,,) is contained in H. Therefore, 
Z(A) = Z(A,) x Z(A,,) centralizes l:H. A similar argument shows that also Z(B) 
centralizes V/H. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Let the priorlic, rrrrlictrl yr~~up G = AB be the product of’ t,\,o locnll~ 
nilpotent subymups A cm1 B. rrt lerrst one of’ \rhich is h~~per~lbelian, cm1 let H be the 
Hirsch--Plotkin radical of G. Thcrl t/w suh~~m~rp.s Z(A) H mu’ Z(B) H uw suhnormtrl in 
G with &j&t at most 2. 
Proof. By Theorem C the subgroups Z(A) and Z(B) centralize the Hirsch-Plotkin 
radical V,IH of G/H. Then Z(A)H:‘H and Z(B)H;‘H are contained in the centre of ViH. 
and hence Z(A)H and Z(B)H are subnormal in G with defect at most 2. q 
The argument used in the proof of the above corollary also proves the following 
result. 
Corollary 2.10. Let the pcriodic~ I.LI~~CLI/ ~~roup G = AB hr the product of two 10~~11~~ 
nilpotent sub~gmups A md B. ~11 lrust me of‘ which is h~~pmdwlinn. Then the subgroup 
[Z(A), Z(B)] is contained in the Hil..sc,ll~~Plotliirl rrulicnl of’ G. In prrrticulcw. the ~JI’OU~ 
(Z(A), Z(B)) is (locwll~~ rzilpotrrIt)-I~!,-(Ihelicln. 
In the following, for every non-negative integer II we shall denote by H,(G) the nth 
term of the ascending HirschbPlotkin series of the group G. 
Corollary 2.11. Let the periodic died group G = AB be the product of N nilpotent 
subgroup A mnd a locully nilpotrnt subgloup B. am1 let c be the nilpotencj, c1crs.s of A. 
Then: 
(a) the subyroup AH,,.(G) is mmu~l ill G, 
(b) the uscending Hirschv Plotkirl scrirs of G ha length ut most 2c + 1. 
Proof. The statements are obvious if c = 0. Suppose that c > 0. Since Z(A) is con- 
tained in H,(G) by Theorem C, the group AH,(G).;H2(G) has nilpotency class at most 
c - 1, and hence by induction the corollary holds for the factorized group G/H,(G). 
Therefore, AH,,(G) is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover, the ascending 
Hirsch-Plotkin series of G/H,(G) has length at most 2r, - 1, and hence the group 
G has HirschbPlotkin length at most 2c + 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem D. We shall prove first that K = G’c+d- ’ ) centralizes every minim- 
al normal subgroup N of G. Let izI be a normal subgroup of G which is maximal with 
respect to the condition MnN = 1. Then NM/M is G-isomorphic with N, and hence, 
without loss of generality, it can be assumed that M = 1 and N is contained in every 
non-trivial normal subgroup of G. As G is locally soluble, its minimal normal 
subgroup N is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p, and so O,,,(G) = 1. 
Application of Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.1 yields that [AZ.. Bf,] = I. If A,, # 1 
and BP, # 1, we have N I AF.nBF,, so that A:, B,” _< C,(N) and G = .4,B,Cc(N). It 
follows that N is a minimal normal subgroup of A,B,, and hence in this case N is 
contained in the centre of G. Suppose now that one of the subgroups A and B. say A, is 
a p-group. Then AB, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and 
BE = B,BA = B,A 5 AB,. 
so that B, is contained in the Hirsch-Plotkin radical H of G. Therefore, [N, B,,] = 1 
(see [S, Corollary 3.3]), and hence 
~(ACc(N)I!C~;(N))nn(BC,(N)IC,;(N)) = 8. 
Moreover, it follows from Theorem A that either [N.Z(A)] = 1 or [N,Z(B)] = 1. so 
that either AC,(N)/C,(N) has nilpotency class I c - 1 or BC,(N)/C,(N) has nil- 
potency class I d - 1. Thus, the factorized group 
G/C,(N) = (AC,(N)IC,(N))(BC,(N):‘C,N)) 
is soluble with derived length at most c + d - I (see [4, Theorem D]). Therefore 
K = G’c’dm l) is contained in C,(N). Since the hypotheses are inherited by homomor- 
phic images, this argument proves that K centralizes all its G-chief factors. Ifs # 1 is 
an element of K, there exists a chief factor X/Y of G such that s E X\, Y and X I K. As 
[X,K] I Y, the locally finite group K is residually central. and hence it is locally 
nilpotent (see [l 1, Part 2, p. 81). 0 
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